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SUMMARY
The Interim Regulation on Real-Estate Registration (IRRER) was issued by the State Council
of the People’s Republic of China (SCPRC) in 2014 and took effect on March 1, 2015. This
regulation stipulates that the Ministry of Land and Resources of the People’s Republic of
China (MLRPRC) will be responsible for the duties of real-estate registration, including the
registration of land, houses and buildings, grassland, forest land, farmland, homestead land
and sea areas, with the goal of unifying registration institutions, authorities, registration
records and information platforms. However, the present-day real-estate registration model
still relies on traditional 2D parcels, which are no longer suitable for modern land
management and must consider 3D spaces for all the real estate. This paper presents a
uniform registration model that fits uniform real-estate registration in China based on a
comprehensive requirements analysis of uniform real-estate registration and the 3D forms of
the real-estate objects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Land is the most important basis of humankind’s existence and production, and the utilization
of land extends to the underground space and sky space because of the rapid development of
urbanization. Traditional land-administration systems that are based on 2D cannot precisely
record the spatial forms of real estate or effectively manage cadastral information (Drobez et
al. 2016). Therefore, related theories, regulations and data models of cadastres and properties
that are based on 3D have become a challenge that has attracted attention around the world
(Gao et al.2014, Geneva and Switzerland. 2012).
The Interim Regulation on Real-Estate Registration (IRRER) was issued by the State Council
of the People’s Republic of China (SCPRC) in 2014 and took effect on March 1, 2015. This
regulation stipulates that the Ministry of Land and Resources of the People’s Republic of
China (MLRPRC) will be responsible for the duties of real-estate registration. Uniform realestate registration (URER) is defined as a system that registration authorities use to register
spatial and rights information for real estate in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations. “Real estate” refers to immovable property as defined by legal provisions or
natural properties and covers the entities and rights that are related to land, such as land,
building, prospecting, and mining rights.
Real-estate objects exist in a geographical space. The Property Law of the People’s Republic
of China (PLPRC) (Guo 2012) regulated the implementation of a unified real-estate
registration system, and the 136th article stated that the use rights of construction land can be
created separately, either on the surface of the land or above/under the surface, and that newly
established land cannot damage the rights/benefits of the real-estate object that had already
been issued (Guo et al. 2012). Therefore, the contents of the rights legislation in China have
been extended to the vertical direction of 3D space, which provides a legal basis to create,
register and administrate real estate in 3D space. The basis of unified real-estate registration is
to unify this geographic space into a single uniform 3D space, through which we can
consistently represent and model immovable properties and further support unified
management and registration (Guo et al. 2014). Some developed cities in China, such as
Chongqing and Shenzhen, have already established independent land-utilization projects that
set the rights on, above or under the surface land (Guo et al. 2010). However, existing realestate registration that is based on 2D supports neither the modelling of different geographic
objects nor the description and management of immovable 3D properties. Thus, a uniform
real-estate model that is based on 3D space must be adopted. This paper proposes an URER
model (Section 5) that is fitting for China's national conditions under the actual requirements
of urgent progress (Section 2) and Chinese regulations (Section 3) to implement the URER
system. The proposed model is based on an elaborate analysis of the spatial forms of Chinese
real estate (Section 4) and the definition of a feasible unit of spatial property (Section 5).
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2. RELATED WORKS
Before the IRRER was published, Chinese scholars performed a thorough analysis of the
temporal situations, factors, drawbacks, rules and specifications of registrations from both
theoretical and practical aspects (He et al. 2013, Lemmen et al.2015, Li et al, 2015). Separate
real-estate registration, including house property and cadastres, has been conducted in many
countries, but this type of registration mode has many drawbacks in terms of maintaining
consistency between different real-estate objects. Therefore, Lin presented a 3D conceptual
model that integrates housing properties with cadastral information based on the land usufruct
(Lin and Guo 2006). Traditional cadastral registration is based on 2D parcels, while realestate objects typically exhibit 3D shapes and should be basic registered units in 3D space,
which makes the definition and representation of real-estate units (we use the term “property
unit” hereafter) become very important. Rights, responsibilities and restrictions are the core of
land administration, so property units could be defined and divided by their rights (Guo et al.
2014). In particular, 3D real-estate management is based on an inexorable trend (Gozdz 2014,
Guo and Ying 2010) and some scholars presented a basic framework for converting 2D data
models to 3D data models after analysing and summarizing the characteristics of spatial
objects to utilize existing 2D cadastral data, and 3D cadastral data models have been
contrasted based on object-oriented 3D models (Pouliot et al. 2016, Shi 2009). Other efforts
included the automatic generation of 3D property objects(Guo and Ying 2010, Guo et al.
2011), the design of full 3D cadastral systems(Geneva and Switzerland 2012, Stoter 2014),
and the modelling and visualization of 3D parcels (Van Oosterom 2013, Wang 2012).
The Land-Administration Domain Model (LADM) (ISO 19152) provides an extensible basis
for the development and refinement of efficient land-administration systems and creates a
standardized information service among different countries or apartments, and many scholars
have since applied the LADM to real-estate registration in their country. Some countries
(Poland and Netherland) have already established real-estate registration systems based on the
LADM (Williamson 2010), and others began to explore the relationship between this model
and the national land policies of their countries (Wu 2010). In China, the basic goal of unified
registration is to unify registration authorities, institutions, information platforms and books.
A LADM-based model that is suitable for the recombination of land and building data has
been presented (Ying et al. 2015), and a prototype system was developed to verify this
model’s feasibility (Ying et al.2017).
Existing 2D cadastral management systems, which are still the main method to manage land,
cannot satisfy the current requirements of 3D property management. The need to implement
an URER system has already become a reality because of the promulgation of relevant laws
and regulations and the requirements of Chinese national conditions. At the same time,
techniques for the management of 3D spaces and measurements have been widely developed,
which provide a solid technical basis to construct an URER model. Thus, a 3D URER model
must be introduced as soon as possible.
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3. REQUIREMENTS FOR URER
Real-estate registration models are the key to bridge real-estate objects in the real world and
their representations in a digital environment. In particularly, such a model must express an
understanding of real-estate objects in the real world (Shi 2009). The location and possession
of 3D volumetric spaces are the most essential characteristics of real estate and are the key to
distinguish and manage real-estate objects (Ying et al.2011). According to the IRRER, the
term “real estate” refers to various land areas, sea areas, constructions and buildings/houses,
forests and trees, and other appertaining properties. Generally, land and its attachments in
China are handled in two scenarios: urban environments and rural environments. Collective
land, farmland and homestead land are located in rural environments, while construction land
is located in urban environments. In detail, the rights that are involved in real-estate
registration include the following ten types.
(1) Collective land ownership
(2) Ownership of constructions and structures such as buildings
(3) Ownership of forests and woods
(4) Rights to the contracted management of farmland, forest land and grassland
(5) Use rights of construction land
(6) Use rights of homestead land
(7) Use rights of water/sea
(8) Easement
(9) Mortgage rights
(10) Other rights that require registration according to relevant laws
Before 2018, different departments are responsible for the registration of real estate (Table 1),
the rules and regulations that are formulated by these relevant departments are not uniform.
The data standards for the natural resources such as farmland, forest land, grassland, buildings
and constructions in the housing and construction departments, land, agriculture, forestry, and
water conservancy departments have been mixed, which leads much investigation works
repeated. Therefore, Chinese government has carried out major government reforms and
established the Natural Resources Department on March 14, 2018 to integrate the definitive
rights and registration management responsibilities for natural resources such as land,
minerals, waters, grasslands, and forests, with the goal of unifying registration institutions,
authorities, information platforms and to further accelerate the speed of unified
investigation ,supervision and registration management of real estate.
According to the IRRER, a property unit is the basic unit of real-estate registration. When a
property unit is registered, required information should be registered and recorded, including
the owner’s rights, use rights, and the characteristics of the natural source, such as the detailed
locations, spatial boundaries, areas and attributes of the property unit (type, content, source,
time duration, etc.). Based on the PLPRC and IRRER, URER management can be divided
into three packages: parties, natural resource and RRR (rights, restrictions and
responsibilities). The key to the unified registration management of natural resources lies in
the unified construction of the property rights system, the unified definition of the spatial
boundary of real estate, and the unified implementation of property registration certification.
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Therefore, building a unified real estate registration model base on the unified spatial metric
can more effectively and accurately describe, express and manage real estate.

Managed objects
Housing/buildings
Land registrations
Land cadastral data
Farmlands
Forest lands/
Grasslands
Water areas
Sea areas

Table 1. Real-estate registration management institutions
Institution
Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People’s Republic of
China (MOHURD)
Ministry of Land and Resources of the People’s Republic of China (MLRPRC)
Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of China (MAPRC)
State Forestry Administration of the People’s Republic of China
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries Bureau of the People’s Republic of China
State Oceanic Administration of the People’s Republic of China

4. OBJECT ANALYSES OF URER
The main function of a uniform real-estate model is to confirm the spatial position of
registered objects and describe the ownership, use rights and other rights or obligations that
are associated with real-estate objects. Users can consistently locate and represent the entities
of real-estate objects within a uniform geographic space to insure that consistent rights are
imposed. Real-estate objects occupy their own 3D space without overlap (Figure 1). The basic
purpose of real-estate registration is rights verification. The essential precondition of market
transactions is the unambiguous demarcation of the rightful position of real estate. Deep
analysis regarding the spatial forms of real-estate objects is the basis to understand the spatial
occupation and locations of real-estate objects because of their complexity. According to the
spatial morphology of land and building shapes, the spatial forms of property units can be
categorized into three different types: open, semi-delimited and fully delimited (Yu et al.
2017). The requirements for an URER, which were described in Section 3, indicate ten types
of property rights for various property objects, which are described in detail in this section.

Figure 1. Relationship between spatial objects and rights
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The information within an URER should include 1) attributes such as a unique identification
number, the type of the real estate, its location, boundaries, 2D spatial boundaries, 3D
delimitation, acreage, approved usages and so on, and 2) rights information such as the owner,
type, contents, source, term, change and other real-estate rights that are common to all
registered objects. Other disparate contents of real-estate registration should also be included
in the registration according to the unique spatial locations and characteristics of the realestate objects.
4.1 Collective Land
Collective land is located in rural environments. The ownership of collective land belongs to
farmer collectives. Housing sites, privately farmed plots of cropland and hilly land are owned
by the collectives. Collective land is physically located on the Earth's surface in 3D space
with an up and down surface (Figure 2); however, such land is officially typically represented
by flat 2D parcels (Figure 3). These parcel map certificates, which exhibit 2D pictorial forms,
describe only the location (coordinates) and boundaries of the 2D parcels and cannot fit or
provide the precise details of various 3D land shapes. For example, the hilly land in Figure 2
has different surface land than the flat 2D projective area.

(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)
Figure 2. Typical spatial forms of collective lands: privately farmed plots of cropland (a and b); privately
farmed plots of hilly land (c and d). (Figure source: http://www.nipic.com)
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Figure 3. Certificate of collective land ownership (Figure source: http://www.sinosuntop.com)

Although the spatial forms of most collective lands are irregular, the ownership of such
properties is unified. Therefore, collective land can be regarded as “open type” properties.
Consequently, this 3D entity can be expressed by a projective plane on a 2D surface. The
holder of this real estate should be registered as the collective that owns this land.
4.2 Buildings and Constructions
The difference between buildings and constructions is that the constructions (water towers,
ponds, biogas digesters, and so on) can’t provide living functions and accommodations, while
buildings often do.
A certificate of building ownership in an urban area is shown in Figure 4, which lists basic
textual information for the building. However, this certificate does not express the real estate
with a matching land-parcel map. Furthermore, the spatial forms of realistic urban buildings
are more complex; 2D parcel maps cannot completely illustrate their shapes and spatial
information.
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Figure 4. Ownership certificate of an estate building (Figure source: http://bbs.ccgoufang.com)

Most constructions in urban areas can be considered as “open type” properties because their
spatial forms are regular and their property ownership is unified, these 3D entities can be
expressed by a projective plane on a 2D surface.
Buildings in urban areas should be considered “fully delimited type” properties because of
specific spatial constraints during the development and utilization of underground spaces.
From the perspective of spatial-rights management, buildings can be divided into 2 types:
regular buildings and irregular buildings. Condominiums (Figure 5(a)) are typical regular
building and can be defined as “fully delimited type” property because the property rights are
owned by different individuals within a single construction (residential building). However,
the property rights of underground portions may be separate from the property rights of
aboveground portions, as demonstrated in Figure 5(b). These distinctions should be clarified
during registration. Irregular buildings (Figure 5(c)(d)) can be regarded as “fully delimited
type” properties because the property rights of these buildings may intersect and overlap with
each other in vertical space. However, the complicated design of their aboveground portions
makes URER more difficult, as illustrated in Figure 5(b). Therefore, more mature
technologies are required to build 3D property units for irregular buildings.
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A realty registration incorporates the following information: (1) the physical conditions of the
construction, such as the land location, boundaries, four neighbours, acreage, unique
identification number, structure of existing construction, number of floors, area, intended use,
and so on, and (2) construction-rights information, such as the owner, type, contents, source,
area of interest, transaction date, rights duration, business licenses, and so on.

(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)
Figure 5. Spatial forms of buildings in urban areas (Figure source: http://www.image.baidu.com): regular
building (a and b); irregular building (c and d)

4.3 Farmland, Forest Land and Grassland
According to the Status of Land Use Classification (SLUC), “farmland” refers to land on
which crops are planted in rural areas. According to the FLPRC, “forest land” means land that
is covered by wildwood, secondary forests or artificial forests, including commercial forests,
economic forests, protected forests, firewood forests, etc. “Grassland” refers to lands that are
mainly covered by herbaceous plants, including both natural grassland and artificial grassland.
he range of property rights for farmland, forest land and grassland does not include other
types of properties, for instance, water areas, buildings and so on. A full consideration of the
spatial locations of property units should be included during registration.
Figure 6 shows a current certificate of forest rights from the People’s Republic of China.
Spatial information regarding the boundaries, four neighbours, or acreage is not provided in
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pictorial form. Furthermore, the spatial forms of farmland, forest land and grassland are
complex in reality. Traditional 2D parcel maps cannot thoroughly illustrate this real estate
because most real estate physically exists in 2.5D or 3D form. Therefore, current forest-rights
certificates cannot represent forests and woodlands, and detailed information regarding forests
and woodlands cannot be obtained based on these certificates.

Figure 6. Certificate of forest rights from the People’s Republic of China (Figure source:
http://wiwz.anqing.gov.cn)

Farmland and grassland can be regarded as “open type” properties, while the property units of
forest lands should be regarded as “semi-delimited type” properties because their spatial
forms can be separated into parts above and under the ground (as demonstrated in Figure 7).
Aboveground trees are one component of the property unit (assuming the average height of
tree as the height of cube), while the underground rhizome is another component of the
property unit (assuming the average depth as the height of the cube); this restricted spatial
region may intersect with other property units, such as water and mines. Thus, the latter
region should be regarded as adjoining, sharing common boundary surfaces with other
property units.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7. Spatial forms of property units (Figure source: http://www.nipic.com). (a) farmland; (b)
grassland; (c) forests

The registration contents of this real estate should include the grade information of the land in
addition to the common physical information and rights information. The calculation method
of the area should be different among flat ground, sloped ground and terrace fields. If the
spatial form of sloped land is a continuous curved surface, then the property unit can be
approximated by several adjacent flats and the final acreage can be expressed by the sum of
the area of every projective plane. If the form is a terrace field, the final acreage can be
expressed by the sum of the acreage of all the projective polygons.
4.4 Construction Land
According to the LALPRC, “construction land” means land on which constructions and
structures are built, including residential land in urban and rural areas, public facilities, and
land for mining, industry, and transportation.
Figure 8 shows a registration chart for construction land. However, this registration simply
demonstrates the construction land in a 2D model; details of spatial entities and components
of the construction that are underground are not included in the current registration.
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Figure 8. Parcel map of construction land (Figure source: http://www.bjgtj.gov.cn)

Examples of construction land are demonstrated in Figure 9. Construction land for specific
usages, for instance, land for mining and industry and residential land in urban areas, should
be separated into aboveground and underground components. The spatial forms of
aboveground areas are typically irregular. However, these property units can be considered
“open type” properties. These realty registrations should incorporate physical conditions and
rights information. The basic unit of mining areas should be defined by its longitude and
latitude according to the Rules for the Implementation of the Mineral Resources Law of the
People’s Republic of China. The spatial forms of underground regions can be irregular in 3D
space. Therefore, these forms can be considered “fully delimited type” properties because the
ownership of the property is unified (distinctions between exploration rights and mining rights
should be considered). If the underground regions of a mining area intersect with other
property units, such as buildings or ponds, then these sections of the property unit should be
regarded as adjoining, sharing common boundary surfaces.

(c)
(a)
(b)
Figure 9. Spatial forms of construction land (Figure source: http://www.news.sina.com.cn). (a) mining
area; (b) building area; (c) construction land
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4.5 Homestead Land
“Homestead land” is collectively owned land that is occupied and utilized as residential land
by peasant households or individuals in rural areas. Three main types of homesteads exist: 1)
land on which houses have been built, 2) land with roofless buildings that cannot provide
living functions, and 3) land that is intended for houses.
Figure 10 shows a registration chart for a homestead; the registration form and contents are
consistent with the registration chart of construction land. Furthermore, the spatial forms of
realistic homesteads are very complicated. Therefore, this demonstration includes only the
area of the homestead and a profile of the building; the details of spatial entities and
underground components are not included in current registrations, and detailed spatial
information for the homestead cannot be obtained based on these figures in contemporary
registrations.

Figure 10. Parcel map of homestead land (Figure source: http://www.hnlspd.com.cn)

Homestead examples are shown in Figure 11. Homesteads should be regarded as “open type”
properties because the ownership of the property is unified and the 3D entity can be expressed
by a projective plane on a 2D surface. The land ownership and housing ownership of
homesteads should be registered independently, and the contents of the registration should
include the physical conditions and rights information (the specific contents of the registration
should obey the Local Measures for the Management of Rural Homesteads).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 11. Spatial forms of homesteads (Figure source: http:// www.image.baidu.com). (a)homesteads
without building;(b) homesteads with building

4.6. Water Areas
A water area is a specific region that includes the scope and control limits of rivers, lakes,
canals, channels, reservoirs, ponds and related constructions.
Table 2 shows the registration table for a water area, this table lists some information about
the water area. However, the spatial forms of water areas are complicated in reality and
detailed and visualized information for water areas cannot be obtained from current
registration tables.
Table 2. Registration table of a water area (source: http://www.ganyu.gov.cn)
Applicant

Location

Geographical Coordinates

Acreage
(Hectare)

Breeding
Methods

Deadline of
the Breeding
Rights

1.332

Industriali
zation

2013-4-17 to
2058-10-31

34°55′20.68″ 119°11′19.88″
34°55′22.13″ 119°11′21.23″
/

/
34°55′19.03″ 119°11′30.26″
34°55′17.65″ 119°11′28.73″

Examples of water areas are illustrated in Figure 12. Water areas can be considered as “open
type” properties if their ownership is uniformed, it can also be regarded as “semi-delimited
type” properties when the ownership of resources under the water's surface is considered.
Generally, the range of the property can be defined by the scope of the water area’s surface,
and the 3D entity can be expressed by a projective plane on a 2D surface. In this case, the
realty registration should include the common information for real-estate registration.The
contents of the registration should include the physical conditions and rights information. If
the components of the property unit under the water's surface intersect with other property
units, then these areas of the property units should be regarded as adjoining, sharing common
boundary surfaces.
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(b)
(a)
Figure 12. Spatial forms of water areas. (a)water area in city; (b) water area in countryside (source: http://
www.nipic.com)

4.7. Sea Areas
“Sea areas” refers to specific ocean areas, including both above-water and underwater areas.
According to the Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Administration of the Usage
of Sea Areas (LPRCAUSA), sea areas in China include interior waters, the surfaces of
territorial waters, water bodies, sea areas and subsoil. Interior waters lie between the extent of
territorial waters and the coastline.
Figure 13 shows a registration table for a sea area. However, the spatial forms of sea areas are
complicated in reality, so a traditional 2D parcel map cannot fully illustrate the real estate, and
detailed visualized information for the sea area cannot be obtained based on current
registration tables.

Figure 13. Registration table of a sea area (source: http://hyj.dongtou.gov.cn)
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According to the LPRCAUSA, the registration (right of use) materials of specific realty such
as sea areas should incorporate the intended use, coordinate graphs, functional zoning,
boundaries, acreage, space, location and other sea-area properties.
Starting from March 1, 2015, the real-estate registration certificate(as shown in figure 14)
issued by the Ministry of Land and Resources of the People's Republic of China will be
formally applied, and the various types of real estate registration books used before will cease
to be issued. However, the existing objects of real-estate registration are complicated, as
shown in Table 3. Property rights are no longer restricted to 2D space but are increasingly
becoming associated with 3D space. Therefore, the URER model in this paper must
comprehensively express property units in 2D, 3D and hybrid space.

Figure 14. the real-estate registration certificate(source: http://hyj.dongtou.gov.cn)
Table 3. Objects in the URER

Name

Collective
land
Regular

Constru
ction

Types of
spatial forms

Contents of registration

Spatial
relationship
with others

Open type

Holder of the realty (collective), type of the real estate,
contents of the rights, source of the rights, code,
location, boundaries, spatial boundaries, acreage,
usage, life span, change of the rights, etc.

Adjoin,
Include

Fully
delimited type

(1) Physical conditions, location, boundaries, space,
acreage, code, usage, etc.; (2) situation of the rights,
holder of the realty, type of the rights, contents of the

Adjoin
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Irregular

rights, source of the rights, change of the rights, record
date, term, etc.

Adjoin

Farmland,
grassland

Open type

Holder of the realty, type of the real estate, contents of
the rights, source of the rights, code, location,
boundaries, spatial boundaries, acreage, usage, level,
life span, change of the rights, etc.

Adjoin,
Include

Forest land

Semidelimited type

Holder of the realty, type of the real estate, contents of
the rights, source of the rights, code, location,
boundaries, spatial boundaries, acreage, usage, level,
life span, change of the rights, etc.

Adjoin,
Include

Over ground,
open type;
underground,
fully delimited
type

(1) Physical conditions, location (longitude and
latitude), boundaries, space, code, acreage, usage, etc.;
(2) situation of the rights, code of the rights, obligee,
legal nature, life span, type of the rights, contents of
the rights, source of the rights, change of the rights,
etc.

Adjoin

Open type

Holder of the realty, code, type of the real estate,
contents of the rights, source of the rights, name of the
owner, location, boundaries, spatial boundaries,
acreage, life span, usage, legal nature, change of the
rights, etc.

Adjoin

Homestead

Open type

(1) Physical conditions, parcel code, figure code,
acreage of the parcel, location, space, boundaries,
house code, structure, usage, etc.; (2) situation of the
rights, legal nature of the land, life span, obligee,
source of the rights, name of the owner, type of the
rights, contents of the rights, source of the rights,
change of the rights, etc.

Adjoin

Water
area

Open type

Holder of the realty, code, type of the real estate,
location, boundaries, spatial boundaries, acreage,
usage, life span, change of the rights, etc.

Adjoin

Open type

Application of sea-area use, coordinate graphs of the
sea area, functional zoning of the sea area, boundaries
of the sea area, acreage, owner, term, change of the
rights, etc.

Adjoin

Structures

Open type

Holder of the realty, type of the real estate, contents of
the rights, source of the rights, code, location,
boundaries, spatial boundaries, acreage, usage, life
span, change of the rights, etc.

For mining and
residence
Others

Construction land
Sea area
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5. CONSTRUCTION OF AN URER MODEL
The LADM focuses on the areas of land administration that are mainly connected to real
properties, land ownership and the geometrical (spatial) components of real estate
(ZARDINY and HAKIMPOUR 2015). This model provides a framework to extend property
models to fit different administrative systems. In this case, a suitable URER model for the
national conditions in China can be established based on people and land by extending the
existing LADM framework. According to the requirements of real-estate registration
(described in Section 3) and the analysis of the spatial forms of real estate in China (described
in Section 4), the uniform real-estate model that is explained in this section can be separated
into three core categories or classes: parties, natural resource and RRR.
The three basic classes of the uniform real-estate model and the relationships between them
are demonstrated in Figure 15. The party class consists of group parties, non-natural persons
and natural persons. The natural resource class primarily consists of 3D and 2D spatial
elements; the latter can be expressed by 3D spatial elements via dimensionality reduction. The
RRR class principally consists of proprietary rights, usufructuary rights and real rights for
security (mortgages). Figure 15 demonstrates some of the significant attributes of each class,
and it indicates that properties and legal spaces are correlated. Spaces can be described by
geometrical objects and topological objects. RRRs can be added into the legal space. Only
when the attributes of RRR are not equivalent to each other is geometrical partitioning
required; meanwhile, the rights holder is the executor of the RRR class.
class Three Core Basic Classes

RRR::Rights
RRR::Real Rights
for Security

+
+
+

RRR::Proprietary
Rights

ID: char
Subject: char
Type: char

+group
RRR::Usufructuary
Rights

RRR::
Responsibility

0..1

Party::Group
Party
+parties 2..*

Party::Party
RRR::RRR
+
+
+

+RRR

Rights: char
0..*
Responsibility: char
Restriction: char
+RRR

+party
0..1

+set 1

1..*
1..*

+spatial unit

+elements 0..*

ID: char
Name: char
Location: char
Arceage: char

Natural Resource::
3D Spatial Unit

Name: char
ID: char
Type: char
Role: char
1..*

Natural Resource::
Spatial Unit
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+party

Party::Natural
Person

Party::Nonnatural
Person

0..1
+spatial unit

Natural Resource::
2D Spatial Unit

Dimensional Reducation

Figure 15. Relationships between the three basic classes of uniform real estate
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5.1. Party
Ownership of land in China is limited to the state and collectives. According to the 118th
article of the PLPRC, an individual or organization may possess, use and seek proceeds from
natural resources that are owned by the state or used by a collective (but owned by the state)
and those that are owned by a collective. Meanwhile, the 46th article states that mineral
deposits, water and sea areas shall be owned by the state, the 123rd article states that mineralprospecting rights, mining rights, water-intake rights and the right to use water areas or tidal
flats for breeding or fisheries shall be under the protection of the law. Moreover, the 125th
article states that the holder of the right to the contracted management of the land shall enjoy
the right to possess, use and seek proceeds from the farmland, woodland, grassland, etc.,
under the contracted management thereof and the right to engage in planting, forestry,
stockbreeding or other agricultural production activities.
Above all, the party of the URER model mainly includes natural persons and non-natural
persons. Non-natural people include the state, collectives and other organizations in China.
The real-estate rights holder will present different characteristics based on the rights that they
own. For example, a rights holder who possesses ownership of a house may simultaneously
be the holder of the right to use the land on which the house is located. A group party must
contain two or more members. The aggregate association between a group party and party can
be further categorized into an association of class “members”, in which certain characteristics
of each member are maintained. The party class in model is presented in Figure 16.
class Party

Party::Natural
Person

Party::Collectiv e

Party::Nonnatural
Person

Party::Country

Party::Party
+
+
+
+

Name: char
ID: char
Role: char
Type: char
+Parties

+Group

2..*

0..*

Party Member

Party::Group Party
+

Party::
Organization

GroupID: char

Figure 16. Rights holders in a uniform real-estate model

5.2. Natural Resource
Natural resources are higher-dimensional concepts than land resources and include land,
infrastructure that is located on the land, living environments, and other areas such as water,
forests, etc (Zhuo et al.2015, Zulkifli 2015). Real-estate objects involve areas both above and
under the ground, for example, the right to use forests and land that is covered by these forests
may not be owned by the same entity. Mining rights includes mineral-prospecting rights and
mining rights, both of which must be registered. In this case, the real-estate objects must be
registered as 3D elements because they exhibit both depth and area. The 70th article of the
PLPRC states that the owner of apartments or commercial buildings shall enjoy ownership
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over exclusive sections of the building but common ownership and management rights over
the communal areas of the building. The 13th article of the IRRER states that land without
houses should be registered as a parcel and recorded in the land portion of the registration
book. Land with houses (or under construction) shall be registered as the basic unit. A “basic
unit” is an area with fixed boundaries that can be utilized independently and can be a building
or particular space with a clear and unique serial number (building number, room number,
etc.). Villagers’ houses on collective land should be registered based on the independent
construction (basic unit) that was built on the homestead. Meanwhile, villagers’ houses on
common homesteads should be registered based on their areas and other spaces with fixed
boundaries (basic units).
A natural resource class includes three components: a physical layer, a topological layer and a
geometrical layer. The description of natural resource’ geometrical and topological
information can reference those methods(YING et al. 2015, YING et al. 2011). The
components of the natural resource class and the relationships between each component are
demonstrated in Figure 17.
class NaturalResource

Physical Layer

Topological Layer

Geometry
Layer

Figure 17. Components of the natural resource class

The physical layer mainly describes the real-estate objects. As mentioned before, real-estate
objects can be separated into three types, these types can be characterized by 2D, 2.5D and 3D
spatial forms. Individual real-estate objects can be divided into physical spaces and land
spaces based on their forms. Physical spaces primarily include buildings and structures, while
land spaces includes collective land, farmland, forest land, grassland, construction land,
homestead, water areas, sea area, etc. The physical layer of the natural resource model is
shown in Figure 18. Objects are framed by boundary points, boundary edges and boundary
faces whether they are in 2D space or 3D space.
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class Physical Layer
NaturalResource:
:Spatial Unit
+
+
+
NaturalResource::
Grasslands
NaturalResource:
:State-ow ned
Construction
Land（ mine）

Name: char
ID: char
Obligee: char

NaturalResource::
Farmland

NaturalResource:
:State-ow ned
Construction
Land(else)

NaturalResource::
Room

NaturalResource:
:Collectiv e Land

+

NaturalResource::
Rural Homestead
Land

NaturalResource::
Forest

NaturalResource::
Water

FloorNumber: int

NaturalResource::
Floor
1..*

1

+

RoomAmounts: int
1..*
1

NaturalResource:
:Building and
Construction

NaturalResource::
Building
1

+

1

Floors: int

NaturalResource::
Other Units

NaturalResource::
Land Parcel
NaturalResource:
:Physical Parcel

NaturalResource:
:2D Spatial Unit

NaturalResource:
:3D Spatial Unit
1..*
1..*

NaturalResource::
Boundary Surface
String

NaturalResource::
2D Parcel

1
2..*

4..*

NaturalResource::
Boundary Faces

NaturalResource::
2.5D Spatial Unit
NaturalResource::
Adminstrativ e
Source

1..*

1..*

3..*

NaturalResource:
:Boundary Lines 1..*

2..*

NaturalResource:
:Boundary Points

+

Elevation: float

Figure 18. Physical layer of the natural resource class

The topological layer can establish and express relationships between geometry and entities.
Specific topological relationships are required to precisely express complicated 3D objects
and are helpful for deep data mining, such as spatial analysis and calculation (Zulkifli et al.
2015). Four types of topological elements exist in the topological layer, including nodes,
edges, surfaces and bodies. In particular, 3D real-estate objects should be expressed by bodies,
while 2D real-estate objects can be expressed by surfaces. The topological layer of the natural
resource model is shown in Figure 19.
class Topological Layer
Topological Structure

Topology::
Body

Form

1

4..*

Topology::
Face

Form

1..*

3..*

Topology::
Edge

Define
1..*

2

Topology::
Node

Figure 19. Topological layer of the natural resource class

The most basic geometrical data that are required to establish real-estate objects are described
in the geometrical layer, which include point data (each data point includes X, Y and Z
coordinates), Triangulated Irregular Networks (TIN) and Tetrahedral Networks (TEN). These
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data can describe unique and complicated geometrical objects such as curved surfaces and
irregular bodies. Real-estate objects such as forest land on a sloped surface can be expressed
by TINs, and 3D bodies can use TENs to fulfil their tetrahedral subdivisions. Additionally, 3D
space can be expressed by boundary surfaces to achieve the division of space. The boundaries
of 2D space can be expressed by lines. Real-estate objects such as forests, water and
construction land can be expressed as spatial units in different dimensions because of the
different forms and requirements of their expression. The geometrical layer of the natural
resource class is shown in Figure 20.
class Geometrical Layer
Geometrical Structure

Geometry::
Volume

Geometry::
Polygon

1..2

Form
3..*

3..*

TEN:Tetrahedronized
Irregular Network

Geometry::
TIN

formpoint

1..*

1..*

Geometry::
TEN

Geometry::
Arc

Formpoint

Triangular Irregular Network

formpoint
2..*

Geometry::
Point
+
+
+

X: double
Y: double
Z: double

Coordinate of Data Points

Figure 20. Geometrical layer of the natural resource class

5.3 RRR (Rights, Restrictions and Responsibilities)
According to the PLPRC and the IRRER, property rights can be summarized as ownership,
real rights for the usufruct and real rights for security.
5.3.1. Ownership
Ownership in China mainly includes state ownership, collective ownership and private
ownership. According to the relevant laws in China, all mineral resources, waters, forests,
mountains, grassland, un-reclaimed land, beaches and other natural resources are owned by
the state, or owned by the entire population, with the exception of forests, mountains,
grasslands, un-reclaimed land and beaches that are owned by collectives in accordance with
the law. Land in cities is owned by the state, and land in rural and suburban areas is owned by
collectives, except for those portions that belong to the state in accordance with the law.
Housing sites, privately farmed plots of cropland and hilly land are also owned by collectives.
5.3.2. Real Rights for the Usufruct
According to the 117th article of the PLPRC, a usufructuary rights holder shall enjoy the right
to possess, use and seek proceeds from real property or movable property that is owned by
himself according to legal provisions. Real rights for the usufruct include the right to the
contracted management of the land, the right to use construction land, and the right to use
house sites and easements. The 123rd article states that mineral-prospecting rights, mining
rights, water-intake rights and the right to use water areas or tidal flats for breeding or fishery
shall be under the protection of the law. The 124th and 125th articles of the PLPRC state that
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the system of land-contract management shall be adopted for farmland, woodland, grassland
and other land for agricultural uses that are owned by farmers’ collectives and land that is
owned by the state but used by farmers’ collectives. The holder of the right to the contracted
management of land shall enjoy the right to possess, use and seek proceeds from the farmland,
woodland and grassland, etc., under the contracted management thereof and is entitled to
engage in agricultural production activities such as planting, forestry, stockbreeding and so on.
The 152nd article of the PLPRC states that the holder of the right to use a housing site shall be
entitled to possess and use land that is owned by a collective and make use of that land to
construct residential houses and their affiliated facilities.
5.3.3 Real Rights for Security
Real rights for security stand in contrast to the real rights for the usufruct. These rights exist to
ensure the realization of creditor rights, whose contents are directly obtained from or
dominate the exchange value of the property. Real rights for security can be seen as a type of
restriction; at present, only mortgages belong to real rights for security. The 180th article of
the PLPRC states that the following properties to which the obligor or third party has the right
to dispose of may be used for mortgage: (1) buildings and other fixed objects on the ground;
(2) the right to use construction land; (3) the right to the contracted management of barren
land that is obtained by bid invitation, auction, public consultation, etc.; (4) manufacturing
facilities, raw materials, semi-manufactured goods and finished products; (5) buildings,
vessels and aircraft that are under construction; (6) means of communications and
transportation; and (7) properties other than those that shall not be mortgaged according to
any law or administrative regulation. A mortgagor may collectively mortgage all the
properties in the previous paragraph. The 184th article of the PLPRC states that none of the
following properties may be mortgaged: (1) land ownership; (2) the right to use farmland,
house sites, land that is set aside for farmers to cultivate for their private use, hilly land that is
allotted for private use, and other collectively owned land, unless otherwise prescribed by any
law; (3) educational, medical, health and other public-welfare facilities of institutions and
social groups with the aim of benefiting the public, including schools, kindergartens, hospitals,
etc.; (4) properties whose ownership or use rights are unclear or controversial; (5) properties
that are legally confiscated, seized or controlled; or (6) other properties that cannot be
mortgaged according to any law or administrative regulation. The RRR class is presented in
Figure 21.
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class RRR
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RRR::Land
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RRR::
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Rights

RRR::
Easement
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RRR::
Minning
Rights

RRR::Fishing
Rights

RRR::Sea and
Water Use Rights

RRR::
Habitation
Rights

RRR::Forest
Rights

RRR::Rights of
Prospecting

RRR::Other
Rights

RRR::Usufructuary
Rights
RRR::Stateow ned

RRR::
Proprietary
Rights

RRR::Right

RRR::
Responsibility

RRR::Real Rights
for Security

RRR::
Collectiv eow ned
RRR::
Indiv idualow ned

RRR::RRR
+
+
+

RRR::Mortage
Rights

Right: char
Restriction: char
Responsibility: char

Figure 21. Rights, Responsibilities, Restrictions (RRRs) class

6. CONCLUSIONS
Contemporary real-estate registration models are still based on 2D parcels, which cannot
satisfy the requirements of real-estate management in 3D space. This paper proposed a unified
real-estate registration model that is suitable for China based on the needs of unified realestate registration and an analysis of the spatial form of real estate. Combined with detailed
descriptions and structures of the LADM, a number of classes and attributes were extracted
from the aforementioned relevant laws and regulations, and this model mainly includes three
packages: party, natural resource and RRR. What’s more, the proposed concept model has
been used tentatively for the registration and management of parcel and building in Shenzhen.
In this model, the natural resource classes involve geometrical and topological information
that is related to immovable objects and can describe natural resource’s spatial information
from 2D and 3D perspectives. Hence, this data model could utilize existing 2D cadastre data
and adapt to 3D real-estate administration.
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